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Abstract-- This paper presents a new PMU-based fault
location algorithm for EHV multi-terminal transmission lines.
The development of the algorithm is based on distributed
transmission line model and synchronized positive sequence
voltage and current phasors. The method does not require fault
type identification and its computational cost is very low since
it does not require iterative operations. The EMTP/ATP
simulator was adopted to verify the accuracy of the method.
The simulation studies show that the algorithm provides a high
degree of accuracy in fault location. The algorithm is
independent of various fault and system conditions such as
fault types, fault positions, fault path resistance, pre-fault load
flows, and line shunt capacitance, etc.

Index Terms- fault location, gobal positioning system
(GPS), phasor measurement units (PMUs), transmission lines.

I. INTRODUCTION
T ransmission line faults have to be located quickly and

accurately in order to repair the faulted section, restore
power delivery, and reduce outage time as soon as possible.
Therefore, the development of a robust and accurate fault
location technique under various normal and fault conditions
is a highly important research area. Many digital algorithms
have been presented to locate faults [l]-[1 1]. Single-end,
impedance-based fault location technique is very attractive
because it is simple and does not require communications
[1]. The reactance method works well when the fault does
not involve significant fault resistance and load current [2].
The accuracy of single-ended fault locators is affected by
various assumptions that are made about the fault resistance,
the source impedance, the remote in-feed current, and the
line model. etc [1].

With the current trend towards multi-terminal power
transmission lines, one-terminal location systems are of
limited use because they are unable to determine whether or
not a fault which lies beyond point is a branch line fault.

Digital relays and communication systems provide the
opportunity to perform fault location using data from both
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ends in transmission lines. Therefore, the fault location can
be estimated with minimal assumptions and sources of error.
Since low-speed communication channels are often available,
the fault data can be transmitted to a central site or
communicated between digital relays or other devices for
accurate fault location.
The authors have proposed an approach for fault location

in a two-terminal transmission line [10], [11]. Since the new
rights of way for transmission lines are difficult to obtain in
Taiwan, a lot of multi-terminal transmission lines exist in
Taiwan power system. Therefore, based on our previous
researches, we develop an innovative fault location
algorithm for multi-terminal lines. The new approach is very
simple such that only the positive sequence line parameters
and phasors at the ends of transmission lines are required to
be known for algorithm implementation. The proposed
method is very robust and not affected significantly by
various system and fault conditions.

II. THE PROPOSED FAULT LOCATION ALGORITHM
The principles of the new PMU-based fault location

algorithm for transmission lines are described in this section.
The paper starts with two-terminal transmission lines to
explain the basic principles and then extends the techniques
to three-terminal and other multi-terminal lines.

A. The fault location algorithms for two-terminal
transmission lines

Fig. 1 shows a single-circuit transposed transmission line.
In [10]-[ 11], the authors utilize Clarke transformation to
decouple the inter-phase quantities and then a fault location
technique is developed using two-terminal synchronized
phasors and distributed line model. In this paper, we adopt
the symmetrical components transformation to resolve the
coupling effect among the inter-phases. Since the positive
sequence quantity appears in all fault types, this quantity is
used in the fault location algorithm. Therefore, the
developed algorithm does not require fault type
identification, which avoids possible problems due to
incorrect fault type discrimination. As shown in fig. 1, the
per-unit fault location D can be solved by the following
equation [10]:

D ln(N/M) (1)
2FL

where M and N are expressed as
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Fig. I One-line diagram of a signal-circuit transmission line.
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Fig. 2. One-line diagram of a three-terminal transmission line under a fault
occurs in LR.

M=e-FL [Vs+zCIS]--[VR +ZCIR] (2)
2 2

N =-[VR -ZCIR ]-2 e [Vs-ZCIS] (3)2 (3
where L is the total length of the transmission line, F and Zc
are positive sequence propagation constant and surge
impedance respectively, and VR, VS, IR, Is are the
synchronized positive sequence phasors of receiving
end/sending end voltages and currents, respectively.

Since the line shunt capacitance is considered in the line
model, the fault location algorithm is very suitable for long
distance transmission lines. Moreover, the effect of fault
path resistance is completely eliminated using two-terminal
measurements. Extensive simulation studies show the
performance of the proposed fault location algorithm for a
single-circuit transmission line is very excellent under
various power system and fault conditions [ 1].

B. Thefault location algorithmsfor three-terminal
transmission lines

Consider a three-terminal line as depicted in fig. 2. The
PMUs are installed at buses S, R, and T. Therefore, we can
obtain three-terminal synchronized voltage and current
phasors. There are three possible faulted line sections, which
are LR, LS, and LT as shown in fig. 2.

Since we have three synchronized phasors of Bus R, S,
and T, we can reduce this three-terminal line into two-
terminal line and apply the two-terminal fault location
algorithm [10]. First, we random choose bus R as the
reference bus. Then, the node P can be thought as bus P and
the voltage at node P can be calculated from bus S and T
respectively. The analysis of the fault case can be reduced to
the two-terminal line system as shown in fig. 3. It will
produce both indices DI and D2. The detailed proof is shown
in Appendix [12].

Therefore, the two-terminal fault location algorithm
described previously can be used to derive the fault location
indices. Both of the indices DI and D2 can be applied to
locate faults occurring in LR, LS, and LT. There are special
relationships between the two indices D1 and D2. They can
be used to identify the faulted line section and locate faults.
The relationships are as follows:

(1) 0< DI< 1 and 0< D2< 1: the fault occurs in LR.
Then, DI = D2, and both of them are accurate fault
locations.

(2) D1> 1 and D2 = 1: the fault occurs in LS and DI is
the actual fault location away from bus R.

(3) DI = 1 and D2> 1: the fault occurs in LT and D2 is
the actual fault location away from bus R.

(4) DI = 1 and D2 = 1: the fault occurs in point P.

In summary, the proposed algorithm first assumes that a
fault occurs in line LR and then the two fault location indices
DI and D2 are obtained. When the fault occurs in LR, the
values of DI and D2 are the exact fault location. If the fault
does not occur in LR, then we can discriminate the faulted
line section through the logic mentioned above and
accurately locate the fault using DI and D2. Through the
proposed method, the faulted line section is correctly
determined and the fault point is accurately located in a
reliable and simple manner.

C. The fault location algorithms for multi-terminal
transmission lines
The technique can easily extend to other multi-terminal

transmission lines. For example, consider a five-terminal
line as depicted in fig. 4. The PMUs are installed at buses R,
1, 2, 3, and 4. Therefore, we can obtain five-terminal
synchronized voltage and current phasors. There are seven
possible faulted line sections, which are LR, L1, L2, L3, L4,
L12, and L23 as shown in fig. 4. Similarly, we can extend the
techniques in Appendix to derive the fault location indices

t-t------------------- III-I--P3 2 T Pi-
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Fig. 3. The reduced two-terminal system from a three-terminal line system.
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Fig. 4. One-line diagram of a five-terminal transmission line.
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D1, D2, D3, and D4. The indices D1, D2, D3, and D4 can be
applied to discriminate and locate faults occurring in LR, L1,
L2, L3, L4, L12, and L23. There are four special relationships
between the indices to identify the faulted line section and
locate faults. The relationships are as follows:
(1) If all fault location indices are equal to each others and

fall into (0, 1), the fault occurs in LR.
(2) If Dk is the maximum indices. The fault occurs in

section Bus k - Pk (the nearest tap point) and Dk is the
actual fault location away from bus R.

(3) If the fault location indices Dk, Dk+l, ...and D4 are
equal and bigger than the remaining indices, the fault
occurs between tap points P(k- 1) and Pk, where Dk is
the actual fault location away from bus R.

(4) If all indices do not converge, the fault is identified as
an external fault.

Using the proposed method, the faulted line section can
be correctly discriminate and the fault also can be accurately
located in a reliable and simple manner.

III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To verify the performance of the proposed fault location

algorithm, the EMTP/ATP simulator was used to generate
the fault data [13].

A. Svstem modeling
A 345 kV, 60 Hz transposed five-terminal transmission

line was modeled as shown in fig. 4. The simulated system
can be used to demonstrate the correctness of the mentioned
fault location algorithms for transmission lines. The related
parameters of the simulated system are shown in Table I.
The transmission line parameters are obtained using EMTP
LINE CONSTANTS program [13] based on related tower
data encountered in Taiwan. The sampling frequency is
1920 Hz (32 sampling points per cycle). Full-cycle Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT) is applied to estimate the
fundamental frequency phasors.

TABLE I. THE PARAMETER OF SIMULATION SYSTEM
.$o,ASk
E;=IA-
E.I=lZ5"
E, Z15"
E4r |I/ 2W

SourCe impedance
4Z-0.2384j6.19
Z, =OA.424jI.95f
Z2g0= 155 -j5.95f
7n,g01<3s'.72fl

Z,,-=j.7854.j7.54B
2. 0d.786+17.5-81
790-2.732- 8+jIC

Fv-y s-ction length of transmission line ('kmn):
L l00 L =80 L,=120 L3=l00 L4=-100 Pl-P2=100 P2-P3=100
Bus 4-Bus 5=50
Transmission Iiie parameter:

R-A):0. 1087(13km) l,2.2:.341(mlkn)
(C-IX14(rnF.nm)
(>3-.7(:nFtkm)

B. Simulation results
The simulation studies have been conducted with respect

to various system and fault conditions. The error of fault
location algorithm is evaluated as

Error(%) = lestimated location - actual locationi x 100 (4)

Some selected typical results are presented and discussed
below.

1) Cases studies
Fig. 5(a) shows the post-fault response curves of the

proposed indices for a phase-'abc' to ground fault (abc-g
fault) between Bus 4 - Bus 5 line (external fault). The fault
position is set at 40 (km) away from bus 4, the fault
resistance is 100 ohm and fault inception angle is zero
degree with respect to phase-'a' voltage waveform at bus 4.
From fig. 5(a), we observe that all of the four indices D1, D2,
D3, D4 do not converge. Fig. 5(b) shows the post-fault
response curves of the proposed indices for a phase-'a' to
ground fault (a-g fault) in L4 section of test multi-terminal
line (internal fault). The fault position is set at 90 (km) away
from P3, the fault resistance is 100 ohm and fault inception
angle is zero degree with respect to phase-'a' voltage
waveform at bus 4. From fig. 5(b), we observe that all of the
four indices D1, D2, D3, D4 converge to 1, 2, 3, and 3.9,
respectively. Therefore, based on Table I, the fault is located
in L4. The fault location is 3.9039. The fault location error is
0.39%.
To demonstrate the correctness of the developed faulted

line section identification logic, 8 faults are simulated. The
fault conditions are seen in Table II. In some tested cases,
the fault resistance is 10k ohm. From the Table II, we
observe that the four indices still can accurately locate the
fault even when a high impedance fault occurs. Therefore,

;,zr<
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(a)

4 ., 1T9

s .) ...... s I,,.., ,.t,

Pool-fault cvock
(b.)

Fig. 5. The post-fault response curves of the proposed indices for an
external fault and an internal fault.

TABLE II
THE PERFORMANCE OF THE ALGORITHM FOR FIVE-TERMINAL LINES

At-aI' faW- locMigmn rlsa loc."mawkXC5n*uw1 or

F*%Uwl pom* Di D02 03 04 Rvabia*n

~~ .l'I~ ~~~ P ACtI @.*~~0,30 *AW9I 9.9914 *J.0.n C) T1030 0 W0_~~~~~~~s._
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TABLE III
THE STATISTICAL RESULTS OF THE ALGORITHM FOR THE TESTED LINE
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Actual fault location Total tested caes including The coemt Average
Ia1vpin (%a difl&rent fault tpe, nuumher(%) fault

Fault section length o->f the fault inception angle, of selected location
eertin} and fault resistance fault section error %

Bus R - PI PI4%1u10. -

344tSnt-tP1 :2 12)443%)Xf.6 tl 0

444 4*"tn Pt 02- 32. 44144%d 4424

Bus 1 - P1 '-1*t7t44% 0:14

344%4nwe444 4~ ~ ~~~~232.4a4%4 O

90 n)?) 2 4441 0241B3us 2- P3 444%1 11 42 3?2 .4 O-W%14 (1)an

W.eo Sno 12 3n2 44Il54%O. (J0 24

90%ftm P3 32 32I44(43% 044
Q44%tnwnP3 32 321f4043%)t 0.344

Bus4 - P3 4%. aP32 324- 0's 0.23
4456un)P4 .4~~~~~'2 3241I0MO 044I

9.o 32 3W 100i 14l2

PI - P2 4('totP 232402 0456

4(46o,444t*P I2 32 I ( rr's 1440

P2 -P3 I V.-.fvn) Pk, 32 32 044%)j 040,
% from P2 32 3244443%) 0.13

q5 -Uton42 32 32414% 023

External fault K'is4 W,. fmnla4 64 644l4}4 .

Symbol'--4; rpt.-s an infinite value (ctmerl fautt).

the algorithm is virtually unaffected by the fault path
resistance.

2) Statistical results
The performance of the proposed algorithm under various

fault conditions for transposed lines is presented in this
subsection. Table III shows the statistical results of fault
location. From the Table III, it is obvious that the proposed
fault algorithm provides excellent performance under
different fault conditions such as different fault types, fault
positions, fault resistance, and fault inception angles. The
average fault location error under various fault conditions is
well below 1%.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
A new fault location algorithm for multi-terminal

transmission lines is presented in this paper. Basic principles
and detail formulation are also given. There is no particular
restriction on the power source behind each terminal or the
grounding system. The proposed algorithm is very simple,
robust, and accurate for fault location. Only using indices,
the fault can be accurately located. Special faulted line
section identification and location selector is also developed
and proved for multi-terminal lines. Extensive simulation
studies verify that the performance of the method is very
excellent and the average error of fault location is well less
than 1% under various system and fault conditions.

The results demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness
of the proposed fault location algorithm for multi-terminal
transmission lines.

APPENDIX

Consider a three-terminal line as depicted in fig. 2. The

PMUs are installed at buses S, R, and T. Therefore, we can
obtain three-terminal synchronized voltage and current
phasors. There are three possible faulted line sections, which
are LR, LS, and LT as shown in fig. 2. If we can know the
faulted line section, then the two-terminal single-circuit
algorithm can be directly applied to locate the fault by the
synchronized data at the end of the faulted line and point P,
which can be estimated using the measured data at buses of
other two non-faulted lines. For example, assume a fault
occurs in LR as shown in fig. 2. The positive sequence
voltage Vp at point P and current Ip can be estimated by
using the measured voltage and current phasors at buses S
and T. Thus, the analysis of the fault case can be reduced to
be a two-terminal line system as shown in fig. 3. At this time,
the fault point voltage VF can be estimated by the following
equations:

VF =-(VR ±ZCIR )elR +-(VR -ZCIR)e2 2 (A-

1)

VF =Ie-rLR (VP + ZCIp)eFD LR2

+ieITR (VP ~ZCIPy-DILR (A-

2)
As shown in fig. 2, the Ip can be estimated by the equation

IP =IS + IT

e sLS(Vs+ ZcIs) 2 e S(Vs-ZCIs)j

+L[ eLT (VT + ZCIT)-- eLT (VT - ZCIT)j

(A-3)
However, the Vp can be calculated using the data at buses

S or T. The formula are expressed as

Vp =IeL s(Vs +ZcIs)+e Ls (Vs-ZcIs)
2 ~~~~2 (A-4)

Vp =-eLT (VT + ZCIT)+-IefLT (VT -ZCIT) (A-5)2 2
Therefore, the two-terminal fault location algorithm

described previously can be used to derive the fault location
index. Based on this point of view, the fault location
algorithm is developed and described below.

1) A fault occurs in LR
We can use two subroutines to calculate the fault location.

a) Subroutinel: Vp is estimated using the data at bus
S.

Substituting (A-3) and (A-4) into (A-2) and then equating
fault point voltage VF from (A- 1) and (A-2), the fault
location is derived as:

D ln(N, /M,) (A-6)

2FLR
where M1 and N1 are expressed as
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= -er( sLR)(Vs +ZcIs FrDLR

+ 2 er( s LR)(Vs_Zcl )-rDILR (A-12)

The VF also can be obtained using the estimated phasors
at point P. Thus,

VF =-!(VP + ZCIP )eF(DI-1)LR2

Fig. A-I. One-line diagram of a three-terminal transmission line under a

fault occurs in Ls.

Ml =[-e+(Ls R)(Vs ±ZCIS)+e-F(LT±LR)(VT +ZCIT)
-2 ~~~~4

e (rR)(VT -ZCIT)--(VR +ZCIR)
4 2

N1 = (VR ZCIR)4 e(L

(A-7)

+-e-F(LT-LR)(V + ZCT)e R (VT ZCIT)l
4 4j

(A-8)
When a fault indeed occurs in LR, the fault location index

Di converges to the interval of [0,1] very fast.
b) Subroutine2: Vp is estimated using the data at bus

T.
Similarly, combining (A-1), (A-2), (A-3), and (A-5), we

can derive another fault location index D2 which is given by
D ln(N2 /M2) (A-9)

- 2FLR
where M2 and N, are expressed as

M2= e-r(LT+LR )(vT + ZCIT)+ - e(LS +LR )(Vs + zcis)
L2 4

F(LS-LR )( Is

--e (S )(Vs -ZCS)- (VR +ZCIR)]
4 2=- -j

N2 = [±(VR ZCIR )- Ie (VT ZCIT)

(A-10)

(A-13)+ I (Vp -ZCIp )er(D' -1)LR
2

where the voltage Vp and current Ip can be expressed as

VP =-erLR (VR + ZCIR)+-e r R (VR -ZCIR) (A-14)

IP IR -IT

e LR(VR + ZCIR>2_ eFCR(VR ZCIR)]

[ eFLT (VT +ZCIT> eLT(VT-ZCIT)l

L2Zc
ZCT

2Z~

(A-15)
Similarly, combining (A-12)-(A-1 5), we can derive the

accurate fault location index. Moreover, we can easily prove
that the fault location equations in this case are the same as

(A-6)-(A-7). Therefore, the fault location index DI still can

be applied to locate faults in Ls. However, the index DI will
be greater than 1.
As shown in fig. A-1, the Vp can be estimated using the

data from buses R and T, respectively. Thus,

VP =I(VR + ZCIR )eLR +I(VR ZCIR )eLR
2 2

and

Vp =-e rLT (VT + ZCIT)+-eLT (VT -ZCIT)
22

From (A- 16) and (A- 17), we obtain

I(VR - ZCIR )-!e(LT +LR )(VT - ZCIT)
2 2

(A-16)

(A-17)

I-(Ls-LR)(VS +ZCIs) Ief(L LR)(Vs -z01)l

4 4
cS

(A-1)
If the fault indeed occurs in LR, then the two fault

location indices DI and D2 will be equal and both converge
to the interval of [0,1].

2) A fault occurs in Ls
Assume a fault occurs in Ls as shown in fig. A-1. The

fault point voltage VF can be estimated using the measured
phasors at bus S and the estimated equation is:

VF =-eFLS (Vs + Z cI s )e sr(DI -I)LR

2

=
I e-rLT (VT + ZCIT )FLR -2I(VR + ZCIR )e2LR
2 2

(A-18)
Substituting (A- 18) into (A-lI) and then combining (A-

10) and (A-I1l), we can obtain
N- e2rLR
M2

(A-19)

From (A-9) and (A-19), the fault location index D2 is

ln(e2FLR) (A-20)

2FLR
Therefore, if the index D2 is applied to locate faults

occurring in Ls, it will converge to 1.
3) A fault occurs in LT
When a fault occurs in LT as shown in fig. A-2, the Vp

can be estimated using the data at buses R and S,
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respectively. At

ER

EF

Fig. A-2. One-line diagram of a three-terminal transmission line under a
fault occurs in LT.

this time, we can obtain the equations, which are similar to
(A-l 6)-(A- 18), and the following relationship can be
derived.

N1 2FLR
- =e R (A-21)

From (A-6) and (A-2 1), the location index D1 is equal to 1.
We also can use the data at buses R and T to derive the

fault location. Adopting the similar technique in (A-12)-(A-
15), we can prove that the fault location equations in this
case are the same as (A-9)-(A-11). However, the index D-)
will be greater than 1. Therefore, the fault location indices
DI and D2 still can be applied to locate faults occurring in LT.
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